
Thesis Editing

Thesis Editing

Thesis writing and editing involves carefully 
reviewing material before it is published and 
suggesting or making changes to correct or 
improve it. The goal of editing is to ensure the 
material is consistent, coherent, and clear in 
terms of style usage, mechanics, and grammar. 
Our thesis editing, and proofreading services will 
help you prepare a thesis that you can confi-
dently present to your dissertation committee.

As a student embarking on a rewarding career, 
you will deal regular assignments, semester 
projects and a course thesis project. We know 
what this involves and we have the best editors 
to guide you through the thesis writing process.

Upload document to be edited and pubrica 
expert does analyses.

Expert then suggests the scale of 
edits—style, structure, copyediting

Agree upon the scope of editing and time-
lines.

Timely delivery in track revisions feature.

Updates and content revisions based on 
your feedback.

Simple steps to perfect Thesis 
Editing

https://pubrica.com/services/editing-and-translation/thesis-editing/


Pubrica Offerings
Pubrica offers you complete publishing support 
across a variety of publications, journals, and 
books. You can now morph your concepts into 
incisive reports with our array of writing services: 
regulatory writing, Clinical Report Forms (CRF), 
biostatistics, manuscripts, business writing, 
physician reports, medical writing and more. 
Experts in Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Mathematics (STEM), and pundits with therapeu-
tic repertoire. Publishing that medical paper or 
getting a regulatory drug approval is now easy. 
Save time and money through Pubrica's support.

 Access to customer portal

 Book formatting and wordage reduc  
 tion—free of charge!

 Quick delivery of projects

 Affordable price

Superior service

Affinity with more than 100 textbook 
publishers.

Top publishers include Cambridge Universi-
ty Press, Elsevier, Med Master, Cooper 
Publishing Group, Cornell University Press, 
and more.

Timely delivery

Reliable service

Book Editing Subject Matter 
Experts

Quality check at every phase

Subject-matter experts

Native English writersli>

You may need more clarification and that is 
why we provide you a Q&A session with the 
editor at pubrica.

Get quick answers to your queries.

Q&A session

Unrivalled quality

Our service highlights

Our in-house editor allocation system will 
assign your paper to a professional SME 
with editing experience in your subject. Get 
a free certificate of editing.

Subject-Matter Experts

All editing is done with the track changes 
feature turned on. We share a copy of the 
revisions for your review and feedback.

Track revisions

Have an unlimited question and answer 
session with your editor for free of charge.

Q&A with editor

Formatting and word count reduction are 
done free of charge. If you want your thesis 
formatted to a style guide, your editor will 
do it for you.

Formatting and word count

We provide multi-tier editing of thesis and 
assure you revisions at least once at a 54% 
discounted price. Elite package offers you 
unlimited editing for one year.

Multi-tier editing

Affordable thesis editing prices—starting at 
$360. Flexi-swift plans and 24/7 customer 
support available.

Guarantee within deadline



 

ABOUT US

-For Plans and Packages click here-

We serve for 

Pharmaceutical Companies

Medical Devices

Authors

Related Services

Editing Services

Publication Support 

Physician Writing

Scientific Communication

Pubrica Scientific Writing & Publication offers 
comprehensive medical, scientific, technical, and 
business writing services. We offer an array of 
writing services: manuscript writing, regulatory 
writing, Clinical Report Form (CRF) writing, 
biostatistical report writing, academic and 
business writing, physician writing, medical 
writing and more.Subject-Matter Experts (SMEs) 
in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathe-
matics (STEM), and pundits with therapeutic 
repertoire. Publishing that medical paper or 
getting a regulatory drug approval is now easy. 
We assist you in every phase of your project. 

Contact us:  Greenheys Business Centre, Pencroft Way, Manchester M15 6JJ, United Kingdom.
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